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Abstract. This paper explores how the dynamics of complex biological 
processes can be modeled as an organisation of multiple agents. This modelling 
perspective identifies organisational structure occurring in complex 
decentralised processes and handles complexity of the analysis of the dynamics 
by structuring these dynamics according to an organisational structure. More 
specifically, dynamic properties at different levels of aggregation in the 
organisational structure are identified, and related to each other according to the 
organisational structure. The applicability of this organisational modelling 
approach to address complexity in biological context is illustrated by a case 
study: the organisation of intracellular processes. 

1   Introduction 

To handle complex decentralised dynamics, often some type of organisational 
structure is exploited. The dynamics that emerge from multiple interacting agents 
within human society have been studied within Social Sciences in the area of 
Organisation Theory and within Artificial Intelligence in the area of Agent Systems; 
e.g., [8], [9], [10], [13], [15]. To manage complex, decentralised dynamics in human 
society, organisational structure is a crucial element: organisation provides a 
structuring and co-ordination of the processes in such a manner that a process or agent 
involved can function in a more adequate manner. The dynamics shown by a given 
organisational structure are much more dependable than in an entirely unstructured 
situation. It is assumed that the organisational structure itself is relatively stable, i.e., 
the structure may change, but the frequency and scale of change are assumed low 
compared to the more standard dynamics through the structure. Also in Nature several 
forms of organisational structure have been developed; typical examples are a 
beehive, the coordinated processes of organs in mammals, and the well-organised 
biochemistry of a living cell. 

By using multi-agent organisation modelling techniques for analysis and 
simulation, the inherent complexity of the dynamics of multiple interacting processes 
within a society can be made manageable by choosing the right level of abstraction in 
describing them. In Nature, many phenomena have the same characteristic: they also 
involve complex dynamics of multiple distributed processes and their interaction. 



Therefore, a natural question is whether a multi-agent-organisation modelling 
perspective is promising for this domain of biological complexity.   

Organisations can be viewed in two ways: (1) as adaptive complex information 
processing systems of (boundedly) rational agents, and (2) as tools for control; central 
issues are [9]: 
�� How to identify properties of the whole, given properties of parts; from the first 

view: ‘given a set of assumptions about (different forms of) individual 
behaviour, how can the aggregate properties of a system be determined (or 
predicted) that are generated by the repeated interaction among those individual 
units?’  

�� How to identify properties of parts, given desired or required properties of the 
whole; from the second view: ‘given observable regularities in the behaviour of 
a composite system, which rules and procedures - if adopted by the individual 
units - induce and sustain these regularities?’ 

Recently a number of formal and computational modelling techniques have been 
developed that can be used for simulation or for formal analysis of the dynamics 
within a multi-agent organisation. Examples of this formalisation trend can be found 
in books such as [9], [13], and in a recently created journal: Computational and 
Mathematical Organisation Theory; e.g., [11]. For an organisation, different levels of 
aggregation can be identified, from single agent behaviour to the dynamics of the 
overall organisation. Dynamics can be described in an abstract manner by focusing on 
one of these levels and specifying dynamic properties for this level. Moreover, 
interlevel relationships between dynamic properties at different levels can be 
identified. 

One of the organisation modelling approaches that have been developed within the 
agent systems area is the Agent-Group-Role (AGR) approach, introduced in [2], 
extended with operational semantics in [3], and with a modelling approach for 
dynamic properties in [4]. A related dynamic modelling framework for specification, 
analysis and simulation of AGR-organisation models, and supported by a software 
environment is described in [7]. This dynamic modelling environment allows to: 
�� specify dynamic properties for the different elements and levels of aggregation 

within an AGR organisation model 
�� relate these dynamic properties to each other according to the organisational 

structure 
�� use dynamic properties in executable form as a declarative specification of a 

simulation model 
�� perform simulation experiments 
�� automatically check dynamic properties for simulated or empirical traces 

In this paper, first in Section 2, Ferber and Gutknecht’s Agent-Group-Role (AGR) 
organisation modelling approach [2] is introduced, with an emphasis on 
organisational structure. It is illustrated by a model of the organisational structure of 
intracellular processes within E.coli. Section 3 addresses the dynamics of the 
organisation, described in terms of dynamics properties expressed in a Temporal 
Trace Language. In Section 4 relations between different levels of aggregation are 
discussed. Next, Section 5 provides some simulation results, and Section 6 concludes 
the paper by a discussion. 



2   Organisational Structure 

One of the organisation modelling approaches that have been developed within the 
Agent Systems area is the Agent-Group-Role (AGR) approach [2]. In this section, 
first a brief introduction of the AGR organisation modelling approach can be found 
(Section 2.1). In Section 2.2 the use of the approach is illustrated by describing the 
internal organisational structure of the unicellular organism Escherichia coli [12]. In 
this example, which for reasons of presentation is kept limited, the main property to 
focus on is growth under different environmental circumstances.  

2.1  The AGR Organisation Modelling Approach 

An AGR organisational structure for an overall process (or organisation) is a 
specification based on a definition of groups, roles and their relationships. An 
organisation as a whole is composed of a number of groups. A group structure 
identifies the roles and the intragroup transfers between roles. In addition, intergroup 
role interactions between roles of different groups specify the connectivity of groups 
within an organisation. Agents are allocated to roles; they realise the organisation. 
However, the aim of an organisation model is to abstract from any specific agent 
allocated. Therefore instead of particular agents, roles are used as abstract entities, 
defining properties agents should have when they are to function in a given role 
within an organisation. In Section 2.2 the AGR organisation modelling approach is 
illustrated for the unicellular organism E. coli. 

2.2 Organisational structure of the living cell 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the aggregation levels of the organisation model of E.coli. 

  

In Figure 1 the aggregation levels of the AGR-organisation model of E. coli are 
depicted. In this picture the right hand side nodes connected to a node are called the 
children of the latter node, which itself is called a parent node for those children.  

For example, the node Cell is the parent node of the nodes Control and Metabolism. 
The latter nodes are children of Cell. This means that they are the main categories or 
functional units that are distinguished for the processes in the cell. To be more 



specific, Metabolism and Control are the main parts of the regulation and control cycle 
of a cell. At one aggregation level lower, the Metabolism expands to Catabolism, 
Anabolism and Transport. The Catabolism is the category of processes that decompose 
substances and extract free energy from them. In the Anabolism the processes that 
utilise this free energy to create more and more complex substances reside. The 
Transport processes move substances across the cell membrane. The Control is 
decomposed into Transcription and Translation. These processes generate mRNA and 
enzymes, respectively. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. E.coli : groups and interactions. 

An AGR-model of E.coli’ s organisational structure is shown in Figure 2. The 
functional units Control and Metabolism are depicted as different groups here (depicted 
by the larger ovals). Their children (according to Figure 1) are depicted in Figure 2 as 
roles (depicted by smaller ovals) within the groups. The behaviour of these roles, in 
the next section described by role behaviour properties, is as follows: they receive as 
input the presence of some substances generated by another role, in order to generate 
the presence of some new substances as output. The solid arrows represent intragroup 
role transfers, the transfer of substances between roles: they express that a substance 
produced by one role is used by another role. Notice that each group contains an 
additional Portal role. The idea is that these roles collect the output substances 
produced by all other roles within their group, to be able to interact with the other 
group. The dashed arrows between both portal roles represent intergroup role 
interactions, relating the input of one portal role to the output of the other. Note that 
the model depicted in Figure 2 is a simplification of the true living cell. For example, 
only control at the transcriptional and translational level is included, and ‘post 
translational modifications’  (such as phosphorylation) are left out. Nevertheless, it 
reflects the main aspects of its organisational structure in a way that is 
understandable. 
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3   Organisation Dynamics 

The AGR organisation modelling approach was extended with a dynamic modelling 
approach in [4]. To characterise the dynamics within an organisation, dynamic 
properties of various types can be formulated. For example, a dynamic property of the 
organisation as a whole, such as  

 

If oxygen, resources and some nutrients are externally available, then the cell will produce CO2. 
 

Other examples are dynamic properties of one specific role within an organisation, 
or dynamic properties that characterise how two roles cooperate. 

An organisational structure provides a basis to distinguish in a systematic manner 
dynamic properties for different elements and aggregation levels within the 
organisation. In particular, as an extension of the AGR organisation model dynamic 
properties can be specified for each of the following aggregation levels within the 
model: 

 

I.  At the (highest) aggregation level of the organisation as a whole 
�� dynamic properties for the organisation as a whole; the highest aggregation 

level, relating any roles within the organisation over time;  
�� dynamic properties for intergroup role interaction, relating the input of one role 

to the output of a role in another group;  
 

II.  At the aggregation level of a group within the organisation  
�� dynamic properties at the level of a group, relating states of roles within a given 

group over time;  
�� dynamic properties for transfer between roles within a group (from output state 

of the source role to input state of the destination role);  
 

III.  At the (lowest) aggregation level of a role within a group 
�� dynamic properties at the level of a role within a group, relating input and output 

state (and possibly internal state) of the role;  

3.1 Dynamic Properties of the Organisation as a Whole 

The example model for E. coli’ s dynamics was inspired by the model described in [5], 
which is based on a different modelling approach: the compositional organisation 
modelling approach. For the example of the living cell, global properties of the 
organisation as a whole can be expressed in terms of interaction with an Environment. 
Note that this environment is not shown in Figure 1 and 2, since we consider it not 
being part of the organisation itself. The cell can use as input from the environment 
the (external) presence of glucose, gluconate, lactose, O2, N, P and S. It may export 
CO2, ethanol and acetate to the environment. For example, CP1 in Box 1 specifies the 
property that if O2 is externally available, as well as resources and at least one of the 
nutrients glucose, lactose, gluconate, then the cell produces CO2. Moreover, CP2 
specifies an analogue property for the anaerobic case. Note that in addition to d1, w1, 
also α is a variable, which makes it possible to have different instantiations of one 
property. For instance, property CP1(d1, w1, α)  may be instantiated to CP1(0.3, 0.5, 
glucose). For all properties, notice that it is explicitly mentioned when interaction 
with the environment is involved. More specifically, if by transport a substance is 
emitted to the environment, this is phrased as ‘exports to the Environment’ , and if a 



substance is available for transport (i.e., import) within the environment, this is 
phrased as ‘is present within the Environment’ . In contrast, the internal exchange of 
the presence of substances within the organisation model is indicated by the words 
generates and receives. For α ranging over {glucose, lactose, gluconate}, the 
properties shown in Box 1 characterise the cell-environment dynamics. 

Box. 1. Dynamic properties of the cell as a whole. 

Within Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence a number of high-level 
specification languages have been developed to specify dynamic properties with 
mathematical precision, thereby allowing qualitative and (sometimes) quantitative 
aspects. To formally express the properties presented in this paper, the high-level 
Temporal Trace Language (TTL) has been chosen, introduced in [6], to model and 
analyse the internal and external dynamics of agents, and of multi-agent 
organisations.  

A trace or trajectory in the state space is a sequence of states indexed over time. 
States are characterised by state properties indicating, for example, value assignments 
to certain variables. Dynamic properties are properties of traces, i.e., properties that 
relate states over time. To express dynamic properties the sorted predicate logic 
temporal trace language TTL is used. This language is built on atoms referring to, 
e.g., a trace γ, a time point t and a state property p, such as  

in trace γ at time point t state property p holds formalised by state(γ, t) |== p.  
As an example, formalising dynamic property CP1 from Box 1 in TTL yields the 

following: 
  ∀t [ state(γ, t) |== in_environment(α) ∧ state(γ, t) |== in_environment(O2) ∧ 
 state(γ, t) |== in_environment(N) ∧ state(γ, t) |== in_environment(P) ∧ 
 state(γ, t) |== in_environment(S) ⇒ 

∃t’  t + d1 ≤ t’ ≤ t + w1  &   state(γ, t’) |== cell_exports(CO2)  ] 

The Temporal Trace Language TTL can play a useful role in modelling complex 
phenomena from an agent-oriented perspective in the following manners: 
�� it provides a way to obtain well-defined and mathematically formalisable 

specifications of dynamic properties of externally observable agent behaviour, 
their internal processes, and their organisation; such dynamic properties can be 
specified at any level of precision as desired. 

�� for further analysis it supports the identification of formalised relationships 
between different dynamic properties, for example between properties of an 
agent’ s externally observable behaviour and its internal processes, or between 

CP1(d1, w1, � )  CO2 production 
if  within the Environment the substances α, O2, N, P and S are present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+d1 ≤ t’  ≤ t+w1 such that at t’  
 the cell exports CO2 to the Environment 
CP2(d2, w2, � )  Acetate and ethanol production 
if  within the Environment the substances α, N, P and S are present 
   and within the Environment the substance O2 is not present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+d2 ≤ t’  ≤ t+w2 such that at t’  
 the cell exports acetate and ethanol to the Environment 



properties of externally observable agent behaviour and properties of an 
organisation in which they function. 

�� it offers possibilities to specify and execute simulation models in a high level 
language, for example simulation of an agent’ s externally observable behaviour 
on the basis of its internal processes, or simulation of an organisation on the 
basis of given or assumed properties of externally observable behaviour of the 
agents involved. 

Throughout the remainder of this paper, dynamic properties will not be formally 
expressed, but in the semi-formal format presented earlier, to enhance readability. 
Within this format, each property always holds for all traces γ over the ontology, but γ 
is not mentioned explicitly to keep the notation simple. 

3.2 Intergroup Role Interaction Properties 

Within the AGR organisation modelling approach intergroup role interaction 
properties model connections between groups by specifying how input state of a role 
in one group can be (temporally) related to output state of another role in a different 
group. Within the current example, the intergroup role interaction properties take care 
of the exchange of substances between both groups. This is done by relating the input 
of the portal role of one group to the output of the portal role of the other group. The 
properties expressing this are shown in Box 2. The delay parameters in these 
intergroup role interaction properties can be used to model some form of mobility of 
molecules produced by one process before they are used in another process. However, 
for simplicity we assume the exchange to be instantaneous, all delays (ci’ s and ri’ s) 
are 0 in this example, i.e. t’  = t in the dynamic properties. 

Box. 2. Dynamic properties for Intergroup Role Interaction. 

3.3 Dynamic Properties of the Metabolism and Control Group 

For each of the groups, dynamic properties are considered that contribute to the 
properties of the organisation as a whole. A group property is specified in terms of 
temporal relationships between input and output states of roles within this group. 

Within the group Metabolism, which includes transportation through the cell’ s 
membrane (import and export), substances present outside the cell, but also 
substances produced by Control can be used. Likewise, it can produce substances that 
are exported to the environment, as well as substances used by Control. The exchange 
of substances to and from Control goes via the Metabolism Portal role. Metabolism 

IGIP1(c1, r1)  Control Portal-Metabolism Portal Intergroup Role Interaction 
For all substances β, 
if  Control Portal receives a substance β 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+c1 ≤ t’  ≤ t+r1 such that at t’  

Metabolism Portal generates the substance β 
IGIP2(c2, r2)  Metabolism Portal-Control Portal Intergroup Role Interaction 
For all substances β 
if  Metabolism Portal receives a substance β 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+c2 ≤ t’  ≤ t+r2 such that at t’  
 Control Portal generates the substance β 



property MP4 is an example of a complex property that has input from and output to 
both the environment and Control. For α ranging over {glucose, lactose, gluconate}, 
the dynamic properties in Box 3 characterise the Metabolism dynamics. 

 

Box. 3. Dynamic properties for the Metabolism group. 

As opposed to Metabolism, the group Control does not interact with the environment. 
Via its role Control Portal certain substances produced by Metabolism are available, and 
(abstracting from intermediate steps) it can itself produce particular enzymes, ADP, 
and P. In Box 4 the dynamic properties for the Control group are shown. 

3.4 Transfer Properties 

Transfer properties are assumed to have a generic pattern: that every transfer 
generated (in its output state) by any role r1 for any role r2 is received (in its input 
state) by role r2. In the example, for transfer properties similar assumptions are used 
as for intergroup role interaction properties, namely instantaneous transfer of all 
substances (i.e., no time durations taken into account for molecule mobility between 

MP0(minit)      Metabolism Initialisation 
 there exists a time point t with 0 ≤ t ≤ minit such that at t 
 Metabolism Portal generates the substances ATP, nucleotides and aminoacids  
MP1(p1, q1)  Metabolism CRPcCAMP production 
if  within the Environment the substance glucose is not present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p1 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q1 such that at t’  
Metabolism Portal receives the substance CRPcAMP 
MP2(p2, q2)  Metabolism allolactose production 
if  within the Environment the substance lactose is present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p2 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q2 such that at t’  
Metabolism Portal receives the substance allolactose 
MP3(p3, q3)  Metabolism gluconate_6P production 
if  within the Environment the substance gluconate is present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p3 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q3 such that at t’  
Metabolism Portal receives the substance gluconate_6P_observation_amount 
MP4(p4, q4, � )  Metabolism ATP-nucleotides-aminoacids production and CO2 export 
if  within the Environment the substances α, N, P, S and O2 are present 
   and Metabolism Portal generates the substances ADP, P, respiration_enzymes and 

import_enzymes for α 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p4 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q4 such that at t’  

Metabolism Portal receives the substances ATP, nucleotides and aminoacids 
   and the cell exports CO2 to the Environment 
MP5(p5, q5, � )  Metabolism ATP-nucleotides-aminoacids production/ 

          acetate-ethanol export 
if  within the Environment the substances α, N, P and S are present 
   and within the Environment the substance O2 is not present 
   and Metabolism Portal generates the substances ADP, P, fermentation_enzymes and 

import_enzymes for α 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p5 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q5 such that at t’  

Metabolism Portal receives the substances ATP, nucleotides and aminoacids 
   and the cell exports acetate and ethanol to the Environment 
MP6(p6, q6)  Metabolism ArcB_P production 
if  within the Environment the substance O2 is present 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+p6 ≤ t’  ≤ t+q6 such that at t’  

Metabolism Portal receives the substance ArcB_P 



chemical processes; all gi’ s and hi’ s are 0). All solid arrows in Figure 2 stand for 
transfer properties. Because of space limitations, no transfer properties are shown in 
this paper.  

Box. 4. Dynamic properties for the Control group. 

3.5 Role Behaviour Properties 

Dynamic properties for a role characterise how the role behaves, given its input. Such 
a dynamic property typically is expressed in terms of a temporal relationship between 
input state and output state of the role. For the case of E. coli, role behaviour 
properties have been specified for the roles Translation, Transcription, Anabolism, 
Catabolism, and Transport. Because of space limitations, these properties are not shown 
in this paper. However, the complete set of dynamic properties can be found at the 
following URL: http://www.cs.vu.nl/~tbosse/cell/. 

4.  Interlevel Relations 

The idea of expressing dynamic properties at different levels of aggregation is that 
certain logical interlevel relationships can be identified between properties at the 
different levels. Typically, dynamics of the whole organised (multi-agent) system can 
be related to dynamic group properties and intergroup interaction properties via the 
following pattern: 

 

dynamic properties for the groups & dynamic properties for intergroup role interaction 
 ⇒ dynamic properties for the organisation 
 

CoP1(u1, v1)  Glucose_import_enzymes production 
if  Control Portal generates the substances nucleotides, ATP and aminoacids 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+u1 ≤ t’  ≤ t+v1 such that at t’  

Control Portal receives the substances ADP, P and glucose_import_enzymes 
CoP2(u2, v2)  Respiration_enzymes production 
if  Control Portal generates the substances ArcB_P, nucleotides, ATP and 

aminoacids 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+u2 ≤ t’  ≤ t+v2 such that at t’  

Control Portal receives the substances ADP, P and respiration_enzymes 
CoP3(u3, v3)  Fermentation_enzymes production 
if  Control Portal generates the substances nucleotides, ATP and aminoacids 
   and Control Portal does not generate the substance ArcB_P 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+u3 ≤ t’  ≤ t+v3 such that at t’  

Control Portal receives the substances ADP, P and fermentation_enzymes 
CoP4(u4, v4)  Lactose_import_enzymes production 
if  Control Portal generates the substances allolactose, CRPcAMP, nucleotides, 

ATP and aminoacids 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+u4 ≤ t’  ≤ t+v4 such that at t’  

Control Portal receives the substances ADP, P and lactose_import_enzymes 
CoP5(u5, v5)  Gluconate_import_enzymes production 
if  Control Portal generates the substances gluconate_6P_observation_amount, 

CRPcAMP, nucleotides, ATP and aminoacids 
then there exists a time point t’  with t+u5 ≤ t’  ≤ t+v5 such that at t’  

Control Portal receives the substances ADP, P and gluconate_import_enzymes 



This implication should be understood as follows: ‘for any organisation, if for any 
trace the group properties and intergroup role interaction properties hold, then the 
general properties for the organisation also hold’ . Likewise, dynamic properties of 
groups can be related to dynamic properties of roles in the following way: 

 

dynamic properties for roles & dynamic properties for transfer between roles 
 ⇒ dynamic properties for a group 
 

The next sections will describe some interlevel relationships between dynamic 
properties within the example of the living cell. 

4.1 Interlevel Relations for Overall Properties of the Cell Dynamics 

Global property CP1(glucose) states that the cell will produce CO2 if the substances 
O2, glucose, N, P and S are available within the environment. Careful investigation of 
the group properties and intergroup role interaction properties yield the interlevel 
relationship depicted in Figure 3. The interlevel relationship between Global Property 
CP1(lactose) and the properties it depends on is depicted in Figure 4. This property 
states that the cell will produce CO2 if the substances O2, lactose, N, P and S are 
available within the environment. However, nothing is said about the availability of 
glucose. An argumentation of the dependencies shown could therefore be obtained by 
reasoning by cases: suppose all lower level properties of Figure 4 hold. Then, if 
glucose is present within the environment, this will be used in order to export CO2, 
according to properties MP0, MP6, IGIP2, CoP1, CoP2, IGIP1, and MP4(glucose). 
But if glucose is not present and lactose is present within the environment, then 
lactose will be used, according to properties MP0, MP1, MP2, MP6, IGIP2, CoP2, 
CoP4, IGIP1, and MP4(lactose). Hence, if all lower level properties hold, then CO2 
will always be exported, making use of either glucose or lactose from the 
environment. It may thus be concluded that CP1(lactose) holds. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3. Property CP1(g) related to group properties and intergroup role interaction properties. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Property CP1(l) related to group properties and intergroup role interaction properties. 
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4.2 Diagnosis based on Interlevel Relationships 

The dynamic properties as presented above can be formalised in a mathematical-
logical manner. Based on such a formalisation, a software environment can and 
actually has been developed to automatically check whether such properties hold for a 
given (empirical or simulated) trace over time for the dynamics of an organisation. 

If the interlevel relationships between the dynamic properties are known, for 
example as depicted in Figure 4, they can be used for diagnosis of dysfunctioning 
within an organisation. For example, suppose for a given trace at some point in time it 
has been detected that the dynamic property CP1(glucose) at the highest aggregation 
level of the organisation does not hold, i.e., the cell does not produce CO2 although 
the substances O2, glucose, N, P and S are available within the environment. Given 
the AND-tree structure in Figure 4, at least one of the children will not hold (if they 
all would hold for the given trace, also CP1(glucose) would hold for this trace), which 
means that either MP0, MP6, IGIP2, CoP1, CoP2, IGIP1, or MP4(glucose) will not 
hold. Suppose by further checking it is found that MP6 does not hold. Then the 
diagnostic process can be continued by focusing on this property. Checking the 
children of property MP6 will pinpoint the cause of the organisation’ s dysfunctioning. 
Notice that this diagnostic process is economic in the sense that the whole subtree 
under e.g. CoP1 is not examined since there is no reason for that, as CoP1 holds. 

5   Simulation and Checking 

A software environment has been created to enable the simulation of executable 
organisation models specified at a high conceptual level. The input of this simulation 
environment is a set of dynamic properties. In Section 3.1 the language TTL was 
introduced as an expressive language for the purpose of specification and checking of 
dynamic properties. For the purpose of simulation, to obtain computational efficiency 
the format used for dynamic properties is more restricted than the TTL format used to 
specify various types of dynamic properties: they are in so-called ‘leads to’  format. 
This is a real time-valued variant of Executable Temporal Logic [1]. Roughly spoken, 
in leads to format the following can be expressed:   

 

LI�D�FHUWDLQ�VWDWH�SURSHUW\� �KROGV�IRU�D�FHUWDLQ�WLPH�LQWHUYDO�ZLWK�GXUDWLRQ�J��WKHQ�DIWHU�VRPH�
dela\��EHWZHHQ�H�DQG�I��DQRWKHU�VWDWH�SURSHUW\� �ZLOO�KROG�IRU�D�FHUWDLQ�WLPH�LQWHUYDO�K 

 

Making use of these leads to properties, the software environment generates 
simulation traces. A trace is developed by starting at time t = 0 and for each time 
point up to which the trace already has been constructed, checking which antecedents 
of executable properties hold in the already constructed trace. For these executable 
properties, add the consequent to the trace, i.e., extend the trace in time in such a 
manner that the consequent holds. 

The relation between the specification and the constructed trace is that the trace is a 
model (in the logical sense) of the theory defined by the specification, i.e., all 
executable dynamic leads to properties of the specification hold in the trace. 



5.1  Simulation 

The software environment described above has been used to simulate the internal 
dynamics of the organisation of the cell. In order to do this, all lowest level properties 
have been expressed in leads to format. For this example, these were all intergroup 
role interaction properties, role behaviour properties and transfer properties.  

In order to initialise the simulation, the truth values of all state properties have 
been set to true from time point 0 to 60. Furthermore, for each simulation run 
particular settings had to be assigned to the environment. An example situation, where 
lactose and resources are always present, the presence of glucose and O2 is 
fluctuating, and gluconate is always absent, can be seen in Figure 5. In this trace, time 
is on the horizontal axis, the properties are on the vertical axis. A dark box on top of 
the line indicates that the property is true during that time period, and a lighter box 
below the line indicates that the property is false during that time period. Another part 
of this trace, depicting the reaction of the cell to this environment, is shown in Figure 
6. Notice that the cell exports acetate, ethanol and CO2 at the very beginning, because 
of the initialisation conditions. However, as it adapts to the environment only CO2 is 
exported. As the environmental oxygen disappears, the cell’ s CO2 emissions stop very 
soon, and acetate and ethanol are produced instead. After the oxygen re-appears in the 
environment, the cell adapts by stopping the acetate and ethanol emissions after a 
while and returning to CO2 production. Note that the acetate and ethanol emissions 
are not stopped immediately. This is because the internal substances needed for these 
emissions (including fermentation enzymes) persist for some time. 

An interesting observation is the fact that the fluctuating presence of glucose in the 
environment does not seem to have any influence on the production of CO2, acetate 
and ethanol. According to the highest level properties CP1 and CP2, this is indeed the 
correct behaviour, since for the behaviour at this level it does not matter whether it is 
glucose, lactose, or gluconate, as long as one of the nutrients is available. And in this 
particular case, lactose is always present in the environment. Nevertheless, the 
fluctuating presence of glucose does influence the behaviour of the cell at a lower 
level. For instance, consider the next part of the same trace, depicting the output of 
the roles Anabolism, Catabolism, Transport, Transcription and Translation, see Figure 7. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Environmental Dynamics 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Simulated overall behaviour 

 



 

 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 7. Simulated internal dynamics 

The specific timing parameters used for this simulation were inspired by [5]. Figure 7 
shows that the presence of glucose in the environment influences, for instance, the 
internal production of the substance CRPcAMP by the Transport role. As a 
consequence, the presence of (among others) this CRPcAMP leads to the creation of 
lactose_import_mRNA by the Transcription role, whilst glucose_import_mRNA is 
created continuously. To go one step further, lactose_import_mRNA and glucose_im-
port_mRNA are used by the Translation role to create, with a certain delay, 
lactose_import_enzymes and glucose_import_enzymes. It can thus be concluded that 
from an external perspective there is no visible difference in behaviour of the cell, 
whether there is only lactose outside or both lactose and glucose. Nevertheless, from 
an internal perspective many differences can be seen. The entire trace resulting from 
this simulation covers 245 state properties, representing not only the output but also 
the input state properties of the roles shown above. However, since the transfer of 
substances is instantaneous and without delay in our model, each output state property 
for one role results in several identical input state properties for the other roles. 
Likewise, the input and output state properties of the Metabolism Portal and Control Portal 
group are identical to state properties already shown above. Hence, for reasons of 
presentation, the rest of the trace is not shown in this paper. 



5.2  Checking Properties 

As mentioned in Section 4.2, interlevel relationships between properties, as depicted 
in the tree of Figure 4, can be very useful in the analysis of dynamic properties of an 
organisation. In order to perform such an analysis, some mechanism is needed to 
check if a certain property holds for a given trace. To this end, the simulation software 
described above automatically produces log files containing formal representations of 
the traces. In addition, software has been developed that is able to read in these 
formally represented traces together with a set of dynamic properties and to perform 
the checking process. As a result, the software determines not only whether the 
properties hold for the trace or not, but in case of failure, it also pinpoints which parts 
of the trace violate the properties. For our simulation, checks of this kind have 
actually been performed for all Global Properties and Group Properties, i.e. all 
properties of Section 3.1 and 3.3. They all turned out to hold for the generated traces. 
This validates the interlevel relationships. 

6.  Discussion 

Analysis and simulation of biological (and in particular, cellular) processes is a huge 
research area in which many groups are working, e.g. [14]. As a novel contribution to 
this area, the current paper shows how an organisation modelling approach can be 
used to analyse and simulate the dynamics of biological organisation, illustrated for 
the functioning of intracellular processes. This biological system can be modeled as 
consisting of a number of active components or agents that are connected and grouped 
together in such a manner that everything functions well. Dynamic properties at 
different levels of aggregation of the organisation model have been identified, and 
relationships between these dynamic properties at different aggregation levels were 
made explicit. Based on the executable properties, simulation has been performed and 
(higher-level) properties have been checked for the produced simulation traces. Thus 
the interlevel relationships between properties at different aggregation levels have 
been verified. This case study shows that organisation modelling techniques can play 
a useful role in biological application areas. 

The analysis method for the dynamics from an organisation modelling perspective 
involves the following ingredients: 
�� Specify state properties and dynamic properties of the overall process 
�� Identify the agents and their roles within the overall process 
�� Specify state properties and dynamic properties for the behaviour of these roles 
�� Identify groups of roles 
�� Specify dynamic properties for groups  
�� Specify dynamic intergroup role interaction and transfer properties 
�� Identify interlevel relations between dynamic properties at different levels of 

aggregation: relating role, group and organisation dynamics 
�� Specify executable dynamic properties 
�� Simulate dynamics based on executable dynamic properties 
�� Check given traces of dynamics against dynamic properties 

Software support for some of these items within analysis has been developed or is 
under development. For example, an editor to specify dynamic properties according to 



a specific format, and a (model) checker that checks whether dynamic properties hold 
in a given trace; e.g., [7].  
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